
(Prior to a pivot, ContentBLVD was a marketplace that brought together owners of 
authoritative blogs in search of quality free content, and managers of brands looking for 
authoritative blogs willing to post non-promotional articles. The brands typically couldn’t 
get the “non-promotional” part right, so we frequently authored the articles for the brands 
to ensure the articles would be attractive to the blog owners. It was a line across the sand 
against click-bait and listicle content, but Google soon decided authorship, guest 
blogging and PageRank weren’t going to be the way forward. This was an internal 
webpage for the freelance writers I recruited, coached and supervised.) 
 
Blog Article Quality: “I know it when I see it.” 
 
In a 1964 opinion penned for the United States Supreme Court, Justice Potter Stewart 
declined to articulate a definition of hard-core pornography, choosing instead to quip, 
“But I know it when I see it, and the motion picture involved in this case is not that.”  
 
Justice Stewart was wise to exhibit such restraint; it would have been almost impossible 
to elucidate every potentially obscene situation, image or message in a way not easily 
skirted by a future would-be smut peddler. The breadth of his ruling empowered future 
decisions of judicial discretion based on context rather than on absolute standards. 
 
Fortunately, the only crime committed when a bad blog article goes out the door is a 
crime of bad taste. I’m no Potter Stewart, but I too can recognize the undesirable when I 
see it. I similarly find it difficult to crystallize what makes one post good and another bad. 
There is no easy-to-follow list of features to guarantee blog entry greatness and insulate 
against blog post bloat. But hope springs eternal, and we shall try our best to fill that void 
on this very page. 
 
Herein we’ll compile a snippet or two regarding the elements of good and bad blog 
articles. Some will be absolutes and some will be contextually relevant, but the more of 
these you incorporate in your writing, the better chance you’ll have at getting a thumbs-
up on the good writing “know it when you see it” test.  
 
Essentials: 
 
1. Grammar & Spellin’ 
 
It’s critically important. If you’re unsure of the meaning of any word you want to use, 
you simply must look it up. If you’re not sure how to connect two thoughts, you should 
make two sentences. If you fancy yourself a writer, you will care to get it right. 
 
2. Punctuation 
 
While it is possible, every day, to find errors on CNN.com and other sites that should 
have none, you must strive to properly punctuate your articles. That means using just one 
space after a period. It means avoiding the use of the Oxford comma. Spend some time 
getting to know the AP Stylebook, and check your work when using numbers and quotes. 



There are free resources online, but the always up-to-date online option only costs $25 
per year. I just checked to make sure I should write $25 instead of $25 dollars or $25.00.  
 
3. Originality 
 
Re-using your own prior published work or the un-credited work of others isn’t 
acceptable. Some great articles grow from seeds planted elsewhere, but it’s essential that 
the ideas expressed in each article belong to you. If you’re quoting something, be sure it’s 
absolutely essential to your article, and provide clear attribution. We’re working on 
making the Curator’s Code part of our regular repertoire, so you should get a head start 
on that by reading all about it here: http://curatorscode.org/ 
 
4. Titles that Pop 
 
Ever notice that there seem to be “Top Ten Reasons to…” just about anything? People 
like to read articles like this, but the format can get stale quickly. “How to…” do 
something can be just as effective. So can “Insider” or “Pro” tips. Sometimes, these 
won’t fit your subject, so be sure to capture the exciting take-away in a relevant title. 
 
5. No Selling 
 
We reject more articles for promoting our clients than you might imagine. Truth be told, 
our articles aren’t intended to sell client products or services in any way. Rather, they’re 
intended to assist our clients in cultivating their online reputations.  
 
Say you’ve got two friends who are roofers. When a branch falls through your second 
floor roof during a storm, you give them both a call. The first one tells you that his 
roofing company is the best and that he’d be happy to work up a quote for the repair. The 
second one tells you to quickly get a tarp and cover the hole to prevent further damage, 
and then tells you how he’d suggest repairing the leak. Roofer #1 wasted your time and 
gave you zero helpful information. Roofer #2 gave you instructions you needed to handle 
the necessary tasks yourself. Who do you suppose you’ll call when your insurance 
company authorizes you to hire a contractor? Helpful Roofer #2. 
 
Experts who share their knowledge without expecting anything in return always come out 
ahead in the blogosphere. With each article, we’re building our client’s reputation of 
knowledge generosity, NOT selling our client’s products or services.  
 
6. We’re Not Wikipedia 
 
Interesting blog articles do not simply provide extensive definitions of things. Remember 
that Wikipedia already exists, and we’re not writing for them. 
 
7. We’re Not the News 
 
Reporting-style articles can work, but only if they are done well, cite multiple sources 



and draw unique and insightful conclusions. What does not work is when writers only 
add transitions and conjunctions between long quotes that are already available 
elsewhere. Don’t just write a new article about another old article, quoting another blog 
author multiple times and adding nothing of substance.  
 
8. It’s Not a Conversation 
 
Dreck such as, “You might think that (insert potential misconception here) but, really it’s 
(insert your seemingly genius revelation of the truth here)” is fluffy filler of the worst 
kind. Good articles aren’t a conversation in which the author puts stupid words in the 
reader’s mouth. You might think that people enjoy reading that sort of drivel, but you’d 
be wrong. See.  
 
9. Consider Subheadings 
 
Many posts can benefit by being broken down into three to five subheadings. They’ll 
help you stay organized and help your readers quickly distill the value of the article. 
 
10. Easy on the Keywords 
 
The SEO benefits of our articles do not depend upon maintaining a certain percentage of 
keywords on the page. They depend instead upon the reputation of topical relevance and 
authority already cultivated by the blogs that publish the articles. Only use them where 
they would naturally fall in an article you’d write for a non-SEO purpose. 
 
11. Coming & Going 
 
Your first paragraph should outline what you’ll cover in the article, unless you’re using 
an anecdote to illustrate a point you’ll be making later. Don’t forget to revisit the initial 
problem and the new solutions when wrapping things up in your last paragraph. Resist 
the urge to simply end an article with a final example, unless the article is a “Top Ten 
Reasons…” or similarly structured piece. 
 
Advanced Topics: 
 
1. Avoid Personal Stories 
 
Stories can be useful to make a point, but since you're ghostwriting, and not on blogs that 
run a lot of your pieces in succession, it will be hard to establish empathy with the 
audience. The client will be the attributed author anyway, so keep the personal bits to a 
minimum. Remember that there is always a slim possibility that a reader may contact the 
credited author about the article. If you’ve ghost-written about your Aunt Bessie’s 
transformation from couch potato to ultra-marathoner, and the credited author doesn’t 
have an Aunt Bessie, things could get awkward when an inspired would-be ultra-
marathoner reaches out to the credited author for advice. 
 



2. No Downer Topics 
 
Gross, graphic, depressing, or otherwise downer subjects such as, "I was cleaning out my 
parents' house after the funeral," or, "I tore all of the tendons and ligaments 360 degrees 
around my ankle," are reader and publisher repellent. We've edited lines like these from 
articles because they just don't do the content any favors. You might think you have a 
good reason for sharing such unpleasant experiences, but most readers (and therefore 
most blog owners) won't appreciate it (just like you don’t appreciate this sentence). 
 
3. Balance Your Thoughts 
 
Organize your thoughts into similar-sized and parallel bits. One thought shouldn't take up 
half the post while three others are crammed into a single after-thought of a paragraph. 
Similarly, put all of your points in the same part of speech, or in the same voice. If you're 
writing a post about how not to plan a wedding, don't make one subheading "Caterers" 
and the next "Don't Have a Beach Wedding at High Tide" followed by a third titled "I 
Hate Toasts." Poorly structured thoughts are hard to scan and usually signal a difficult 
reading experience, which is why blog owners are less likely to choose articles taking this 
form. 
 
 


